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Abstract
Tor is one of the most famous privacy-preserving
tools. It creates virtual encrypted tunnels to convey users’ data. Tor users improve their privacy
against people watching their activities or doing
traffic analysis. They enjoy being anonymous while
browsing the web or chatting with friends. Tor is
being used by variety of people ranging from ordinary individuals to journalists or even governmental organizations. This paper investigates the
memory artifacts of the Tor browser Bundle, which
is specifically pre-configured to use the Tor network. Although it is hard to analyze Tor’s data
while being in transit, information is fully exposed
in the clients’ machines after delivery. That is all
data must go through the memory before being
processed. We use Tor browser in different experiments to check the possibility of recovering data
remnants from the memory. This paper shows that
Tor works pretty good in destroying the involved
data prior getting closed.
Keywords. Tor network, Memory artifacts, Privacy.

1

Introduction

The Internet has become an essential part of the
people’s daily life. It is being used in many life
aspects such as web browsing, instant messaging,
online shopping and banking, communication, social networking, and emailing. The networks are
untrusted in the sense that data while being transferred can be intercepted by third parties. So, it is
well-known that the Internet is insecure and it is
up to the communicating parties how they secure
their channels. The three security goals that must
be achieved for a system to be secure are: confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Confidentiality simply means that data can only be read by the
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authorized parties. Integrity means that data can
only be modified by the authorized parties. Availability means that the system must guarantee certain level of timely responsiveness. Although privacy somehow is related to security (confidentiality
in specific), it also means that third parties should
not be able to bind actions or information to a specific person. Given that, privacy and anonymity
are also related.
People spend a lot of their time in browsing the
web and chatting with friends. They do not like
others to know what the websites they are visiting, the videos they are watching, the items they
are buying, or the messages they are sending. Furthermore, in many situations, people do not like to
expose their physical locations where their activities originate from. Many parties are interested in
what people are doing. This includes governments
who want to understand people’s political trends,
companies who want to understand people’s shopping trends or habits, or even malicious attackers
whose goals are to extort innocents. Some users
give up on that while others still seek their privacy.
Tor is one of the most famous privacy-preserving
tools. In Tor, encrypted data travel through several Tor nodes (or relays) before reaching the ultimate destination, making it hard for eavesdroppers
or network traffic analyzer to read the data or even
trace it to its origins.
All information need to go through the memory
before and after being processed. Consequently,
a lot of sensitive and private information, such as
encryption keys and viewed images, might be found
there if not explicitly destroyed. Some works on
memory artifacts have been done [12, 24, 20, 26,
3]. Memory information should be given a special
attention as some information can only be found in
the memory and never goes to permanent storage.
This paper only investigates the memory artifacts
of the Tor Browser Bundle.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we give a brief overview of the Tor network and
present our investigation model. This is followed
by Section 3 that explains our experimental setup.
Our results are shown in Section 4. A discussion
and future work are covered in Section 5. This is
followed by related work and the conclusion.

2

Tor network and investigation
model

This section illustrates how Tor generally works.
Furthermore, we highlight our investigation model.

2.1

Tor network

Tor is specifically designed to enable users to enhance their privacy while using the public networks.
Users can browse the web and chat with friends
without having their privacy compromised to third
parties or even to the servers they are communicating with. Network traffic analyzers can sniff people’s packets and know accordingly who is talking
to whom, at what time, for how long, and what
kind of information they are exchanging. Encrypting the payloads of the packets does hide the contents, but it does not hide the headers’ information
which includes the sender’s and receiver’s identities. Because Tor utilizes the encryption techniques
to create tunnels and incorporates indirect server
communication, Tor users can even bypass the Internet Service Provider’s blocked websites.
In order to disperse the observers’ capabilities to
track users, Tor routes the traffic through different relays (called Tor nodes) before reaching to the
ultimate destination. No single node at any point
can bind a sender to a receiver. Figure 1 shows
how Tor works. First, the user gets the list of the
Tor relays from the directory server. Next, the user
chooses three random relays among the list through
which the traffic will go. Finally, new routes are to
be taken upon new connections. No observers nor
malicious Tor nodes does know the user’s complete
route nor they know who is doing what.

2.2

Investigation model

Figure 2 shows our investigation model. A Tor
Browser Bundle’s user connects to the Internet and
does several activities, such as viewing images and
watching videos. This paper tries to find any memory data remnants after conducting such activities.
These remnants (if exist) might threaten the user’s
privacy if captured by an adversary.
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Figure 1: How Tor works (the figure is taken
from www.torproject.org).

3

Experimental setup

We design our experiments to answer the following question: Does Tor Browser Bundle leave
data in memory which can be utilized by adversaries in breaching users’ privacy?.
To answer the above question, we designed several experiments. Figure 3 shows our setup for the
experiments. We use a Windows 7 virtual machine
(VM) with 512MB of RAM. The host machine runs
Windows 7.
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Figure 2: Investigation model.

3.1

Experiments

The following activities are tested against possible
artifacts:

Figure 3: Experimental setup.
• Run Tor Browser Bundle.
• Conduct an activity (from the above mentioned ones) on a separate browser Tab.

• Viewing a 13MB HTML file: in this experiment we open a web page with 985 different
sentences. We will be looking for these sentences in the memory.

• Dump the memory while the Tab is active/open.

• Viewing a 13MB JPEG image: here we view
an online image and examine the memory to
check if the image stick there.

• Dump the memory after closing the whole Tor
browser.

• Writing cookies: we open a website that writes
100 cookies in the client’s side. We want to
check the cookies’ persistency in the memory.
• Opening a 215KB pdf file: a pdf file as an
email attachment is viewed with the email’s
online viewing facility. The file contains 985
sentences which we will be looking for in the
memory.
• Opening a 82KB Word Document: a word document as an email attachment is viewed with
the email’s online viewing facility. The file contains 985 sentences which we will be looking for
in the memory.
• Filling in username and password in the Hotmail web site: a username and password are
filled and submitted. We want to check them
in the memory.

3.2

Experiments procedure

Here is the procedure we followed in all the experiments:
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• Dump the memory after closing the Tab.

• Dump the memory after 15 minutes of closing
the browser.
• Restart the machine after each activity.
According to the procedure above, we will get 4
memory dumps for each activity. We will search
for the artifacts in these memory dumps to check if
we can find any. Python scripts have been created
to search for such artifacts.

4

Results

In this section, we present our results for the experiments discussed in Section 3. The tables below have the following abbreviations: TbOp stands
for Tab Open, TbCl stands for Tab Closed, TrCl
stands for Tor Closed, and 15Min Ltr stands for 15
Minutes Later.
Tables 1 through 6 show the results for each experiment separately. All the results are consistent
with the following conclusion: all valuable artifacts
can only be recovered while Tor and its browser are
open. Once the browser’s tabs and Tor are closed,
all data remnants are cleared by Tor. This conclusion states that Tor not only enhance your
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Table 6: Filling forms experiment.

privacy from the network eavesdroppers, but
also from machines’ intruders.

Table 1: Viewing the HTML with 985 sentences experiment.
TbOp
985
10
20

Sentences
Website URL
Tor URL

TbCl
977
9
19

TrCl
263
0
6

15Min Ltr
0
0
0

Table 2: Viewing the JPEG image experiment.

Image
Website URL
Tor URL

TbOp

TbCl

TrCl

15Min Ltr

all found
22
29

0
16
32

0
0
4

0
0
2

Username
Password
Website URL

5

TbOp

TbCl

TrCl

15Min Ltr

6
0
30

4
0
33

0
0
0

0
0
0

Discussion and future work

This paper examines only one aspect of Tor, which
is the memory data remnants of the Tor Browser
Bundle. Examining other aspects of Tor (such as
the effect of the browser’s plug-ins) that might expose users’ privacy is a future direction. Also, testing other privacy-preserving tools other than Tor is
a future work.
Even though the RAM memory is volatile (i.e.,
information could be vanished after restarting or
shutting down the machine), its contents is very
precious. All kinds of data do go through the memory before and after processing, and sometime, they
never go to a permanent storage.

Table 3: Writing cookies experiment.

Cookies

TbOp

TbCl

TrCl

15Min Ltr

100

17

0

0

6

Table 4: Opening a pdf file with 985 sentences
experiment.

PDF contents
Website URL
Tor URL
File name

TbOp

TbCl

TrCl

15Min Ltr

982
764
1
54

498
2
1
58

0
1
1
47

0
0
0
0

Table 5: Opening a word document with 985
sentences experiment.

File contents
Website URL
Tor URL
File name

TbOp

TbCl

TrCl

15Min Ltr

533
1025
38
11

99d
965
38
91

0
0
4
0

0
0
4
0
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Related work

Several works have been conducted to measure
Tor’s security, privacy, and performance [21, 5, 13,
15, 23, 17].
Searching memory for data remnants have been
studied from both the security and forensics perspectives [12, 24, 20, 26, 22, 7, 11, 10, 8, 6, 19, 25,
3, 4, 2].
Web browsers have paid attention to the privacy
of their users through providing the private browsing mode. Mozilla Firefox’s private browsing can
be reached from the ”New Private Window” command. Internet Explorer has the ”InPrivate Browsing” mode. Google Chrome has the ”New incognito window”. Safari includes the ”Private Browsing” mode. Several works have studied the private
browsing in these browsers [14, 18, 1, 9, 16].

7

Conclusion

The privacy of the Internet users is threatened by
many third parties and thus becomes an essential
requirement. Eavesdroppers and traffic analyzers
are there to monitor users’ activities for variety of
reasons. Tor comes in to enable its users to practice
their activities while preserving their privacy. Tor
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uses many relays to create virtual encrypted tunnels through which users cannot be linked to their
activities and thus stay anonymous. This paper
examines one aspect of Tor: the memory artifacts
of its browser bundle. We conducted several experiments to check what artifacts the Tor browser
might leave in memory. This paper shows that Tor
destroys all in-memory valuable information and
thus Tor users can enjoy Tor securing their privacy.
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